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1. Introduction

Had my parents allowed me, when I read a book, to pay a visit to the

region it described, I should have felt that I was making an enormous

advance towards the ultimate conquest of truth.

(Proust, ([1913-1927] 2003, p. 118)

Over the last thirty years, an expanding body

of research has analysed the production and con-

sumption of literary tourism, a literary-heritage-

based form of tourism that refers to touring places

of literary signi�cance, i.e., literary places (Baleiro

& Pereira, 2022). Literary tourism has been identi-

�ed as a niche of cultural tourism (Robinson & An-

dersen, 2002), heritage tourism (Herbert, 2001),

media-related tourism (Busby & Klug, 2001) and

creative tourism (Hoppen, Brown & Fyall, 2014),

and its growing body of research draws primarily on

European and Chinese destinations (Çevik, 2022).

Thus, this exploratory and conceptual paper, fra-

med within the studies of tourism and literature,

addresses the gap in the research on literary tou-

rism in African destinations by examining the po-

tential of the Chão Bom Resistance Museum �, the

former Tarrafal concentration camp � in Santiago

Island, Cape Verde, as a literary tourism destina-

tion. The latent mediation of the experience of

this site with literary references departs from three

pieces of evidence: literary authors were impriso-

ned at this facility as protesters of the Portuguese

dictatorial regime; the camp is depicted in literary

works by these authors, and authors created lite-

rary works while in this prison.

The aim of this research is two-fold: to exa-

mine the state of the art of research on literary

tourism in African destinations, and to add a li-

terary layer of meaning to the interpretation and

image of this former concentration camp and turn

this historically critical, cultural and dark tourism

destination into (also) a destination of literary tou-

rism. To accomplish the latter, this study (i) iden-

ti�es literary resources associated with the site of

the museum (one of which provides the title for

this paper); and (ii) suggests the creation of lite-

rary tourism products and experiences at the mu-

seum that may shape the narrative of the former

Tarrafal concentration camp, re-signify its meaning

and co-create a literary landscape. To that end,

this study departs from three assumptions. The

�rst stems from a phenomenological understan-

ding of the concept of landscape (Berque, 1994;

Collot, 2005) and highlights the changing nature

of the meaning of a landscape (Kühne & Antrop,

2015). The second is that literary texts and in-

formation on authors' biographies steer visitors'

perspectives and contribute to re-signifying sites

after co-creating a literary landscape. The verb

�co-create� means that, even though the literary

markers might have been signalled and encoded

meaning, it is just after the interaction of the visi-

tors that the place/landscape and its meaning are

complete. The third assumption is that literature

and writers impact the image of tourist destina-

tions and a�ect their development and expansion

(Timothy, 2011).

Identifying the intersections between literary

texts, writers' lives, and a given space holds the

potential of altering the narrative and perception

of that space because literary texts, as `�les of re-

presentation', can shift the visitors' gaze and lend

new meanings to sites, namely those of violence

and death (Rojek & Urry, 1997, p. 53) such as

the site analysed in this paper. In this angle, the

tourist experience entails dragging the representa-

tional elements (even those which are metaphori-

cal) from these `�les' to the physical geography of

the place and creating a new value for what they

see. Because social narratives about the past are

not static, if literary texts and writers' biography
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are included in the museum experience, future visi-

tors to this bastion of Portuguese colonialism and

dictatorship will potentially become more aware of

the people who were tortured and strained for years

in this prison, their lives and review the interpre-

tation of past events about colonial Portugal.

This paper has �ve sections. After the intro-

duction, the Tarrafal political prison is presented,

followed by the de�nition of literary tourism and

literary place and a review of the research on lite-

rary tourism in Africa. The fourth section focuses

on methodology, and the �fth describes the lite-

rary production associated with the site, its authors

and the suggestions for literary tourism experien-

ces that can potentially steer the visitors' gaze and

museum experience towards constructing a literary

landscape.

2. From Tarrafal Concentration Camp to

Chão Bom Resistance Museum

The Tarrafal Concentration Camp was a politi-

cal prison created by Salazar's government (1933-

1974), in 1936, in the village of Chão Bom, district

of Tarrafal, in the Cape Verdean Island of Santi-

ago. Its primary purpose was the physical and psy-

chological elimination of opponents of Portugal's

dictatorial regime (Borges, 2014), and it housed

African nationalist prisoners (from Angola, Guinea-

Bissau and Cape Verde) and Portuguese political

dissidents. More than 340 Portuguese and 230

African nationalists were imprisoned in the `Cape

Verde penal colony', as the Portuguese govern-

ment euphemistically named it. The Portuguese

prisoners arrived between 1936 and 1954, and the

African nationalists between 1961 and 1974 (Bor-

ges, 2014). Boal (2019), the Cape Verdean anti-

fascist activist, recalls that this detention facility

was �[. . . ] a constant warning about the price of

defying the empire.�

The camp was isolated and arid, and the cli-

mate was hot, damp and harsh. There was scarce

food and drinking water, many mosquitoes (in the

rainy season), and diseases spread quickly. The

�rst prisoners stayed in tents with no electricity or

ventilation, and only four years later, there were a

medical centre and barrack pavilions. Apart from

working on the construction of the prison facili-

ties, under sweltering weather, prisoners were for-

ced into a torture chamber: the �frying pan�: a

six-by-three-meter windowless isolation chamber,

where the temperature rose to 60º Celsius degrees

and the incarcerated su�ered from life-threatening

dehydration (Sarmento, 2009, pp. 533-534).

After national and international protests, na-

mely from the USA, for whom it was disconcerting

to have a trading and military partner in Salazar's

regime that kept concentration camps as the Nazis

did in World War II, the prison was closed in 1954

to improve its facilities. Seven years later, it re-

opened as �Chão Bom Concentration Camp�, and

the African nationalists from Cape Verde, Angola

and Guinea arrived (Andringa, 2010). In 1962, the

�frying pan� was closed and replaced with the �ho-

landinha� (the little Dutch): an ironic reference to

the destination of many Cape Verdean migrants.

Joel Pessoa (an Angolan camp prisoner from

1969 to 1974) stated, `In there, we had to stop

thinking. Otherwise, we would die from thinking.

We had just to let it go. In there, we were almost

dead.' (Andringa, 2010. Our translation). By

1974, when the camp closed permanently, thirty-

four Portuguese, two Guineans, and one Angolan

had lost their lives (Castanheira, 2010). Others

died soon after being released, likely due to living

in the camp.

After being used by the Cape Verdean military

force, by the National Supply Company and functi-

oning as a school, in 2000, the cooperative e�orts

of the Cape Verdean and Portuguese governments

resulted in the opening of the Chão Bom Resis-

tance Museum whose primary objective was por-

traying the history and the prisoners' experience

in this detention facility. Its musealisation process
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went through di�erent stages. Until 2009, the mu-

seum had one exhibition room (in the former o�-

cer's chambers) dedicated to the �rst phase of this

political prison. After an international symposium

held onsite in May 2009, the museum inaugurated

another exhibition room concerning the years from

1962 to 1974. In January 2016, the museum de-

signed a guided or self-guided camp tour (Gomes,

2018). In 2021, it rehabilitated the prison com-

plex and added more information to the exhibition

(Instituto do Património Cultural de Cabo Verde,

n.d.).

Currently, visitors can access a chronological

display of photographs, artefacts, and information

boards in one of the prisoners' pavilions. They can

also see the laundry, the medical o�ce, the latri-

nes, the library and the kitchen. By the medical

o�ce, there is a tombstone with the names of the

prisoners who died between 1936 and 1970 and

an elucidating quote from the camp doctor: �I am

not here to cure, but to sign death certi�cates.'

(in Lucas, 2015. Our translation). The museum

chose not to restore the cells, and the walls are still

dirty with gra�ti names and sentences written by

the prisoners.

After the 2006 classi�cation as a national heri-

tage landmark (Mendes, 2012), the Cabe-Verdean

and Portuguese authorities are preparing the appli-

cation for Chão Bom Concentration Camp to the

United Nations World Heritage (LUSA, 2022).

This research analyses two sets of literature:

literature on literary tourism and references com-

prising the research conducted in African countries.

The following section examines both.

3. Theoretical framework

3.1. Literature, literary tourism and literary

places

Literature often fosters the creation of places

(Crang, 1998), which can initiate the consumption

of literature in particular ways and places (Saun-

ders, 2009). One of these ways is via the literary

tourism experience, which refers to touring (lite-

rary) places, i.e., places of literary signi�cance via

the lives of the writers, their �ctional and non-

�ctional texts, and built literary tourist attractions

and events (Baleiro, Viegas & Faria, 2022; Her-

bert, 2001).

There are two types of literary places: real-

life and imagined (Smith, 2003). The �rst are

heritage sites such as the authors' homes (e.g.,

José Craveirinha's home in Maputo, Mozambique,

where personal objects are displayed) and events

that celebrate literature (e.g., Mundo do Sal, a li-

terary festival in Cape Verde, whose �rst edition,

in 2017, celebrated Corsino Fortes and José Sara-

mago). The second type of literary places com-

prises (partially) �ctional locations depicted in li-

terary writings, as many literary texts depart from

accurate geography references (e.g., Matimati �

the Mozambican village in Mia Couto's Terra So-

nâmbula). As the tourism and heritage industry

quickly recognised the importance of these lite-

rary places � where visitors, authors and litera-

ture converge (Watson, 2006) � they were taken

as the foundations to create products and expe-

riences to meet the expectations of literary fans

and non-literary visitors (Müller, 2006). Literary

tourism products and experiences are a variety of

goods and services related to the destination's lite-

rary landscape (Arcos-Pumarola & Osácar Marzal,

2022), and they foster the identi�cation and de-

velopment of places which signal the intersection

between literary art/authors' biography, space and

tourism. Figure 1 displays the various literary tou-

rism products and experiences.

The literature review reveals several motivati-

ons to engage in literary tourism and underlines

that they might accumulate in one individual ac-

cording to the visitors' life moment, knowledge of

literary art, mood, and companionship, amongst

other factors (Baleiro, Viegas & Faria, 2022).

Among others, the motivations might be literary
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and cultural enhancement (Herbert, 2001; Ma-

cLeod, Shelley & Morrison, 2018), an opportunity

for re�ection (Brown, 2016) and engagement with

history and heritage (MacLeod et al., 2018; Wang

& Zhang, 2017). These three motivations reveal

the nature of literary art that, alongside other ar-

tistic manifestations, is a cultural heritage element

that mirrors and re�ects the human condition, ex-

presses identity and contributes to collective me-

mory. As Marías (2009), the Spanish writer, put

it while evoking Faulkner: the role of literature is

to strike a match not to see a better-lighted dark

wilderness but to see how much darkness there is

around. This is to say that literature does not pro-

vide �answers� nor solve �riddles or mysteries�, but

it acts as a means to depict and explore subjects

in a new light, draw attention to overlooked as-

pects and reveal blind areas of darkness. Hence, in

tourism, literature can re-introduce and re-emerge

past and intangible experiences that many might

have forgotten or not know about. Moreover, it

can do that by holding the potential to sustain the

construction of tourist products and experiences,

create literary places and the power to attract visi-

tors (Carvalho & Baptista, 2015; Liberato, Sargo

& Liberato, 2021).

Figure 1 | Literary tourism products and experiences
Source: Own elaboration

Currently, the interpretation and experience of

the former Tarrafal concentration camp are me-

diated by a historical-political narrative via pho-

tos, writings on the walls, and texts on the history

of the place and its occupants. Considering this,

Tarrafal is mainly perceived as a landscape and ex-

perience with historical and political meaning. In

the belief that landscape (and experience) is the

product of an act of co-creation de�ned by the

visitors' motivations, knowledge and attitude but

also information provided, interpretative materials

and the setting of the museum (from its entrance,

exhibitions to amenity areas) (Roederer & Filser,

2018), it is possible to re-signify the Chão Bom Re-

sistance Museum, create new landscapes and the

foundations for a di�erent museum experience. To

mediate the interaction of visitors and the museum

with literary references, products and experiences

not only shifts visitors' perception of the place and

adds a new layer of meaning to the site and the ex-

perience, but it conveys the prisoners' misfortunes

more authentically. This way, literature's testimo-

nial role would contribute to constructing memory

and a common Lusophone imaginary, appeal to cri-
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tical re�ection and challenge forgetfulness about

the past and the writers forced to live in this pri-

son. Additionally, as the next section details, it

would add to the African literary landscape, a sub-

ject not yet explored much.

3.2. Research on literary tourism in African

destinations

Although there is a worldwide growing interest

in literary tourism (Milheiro, 2022), the research

�eld in this tourism niche is still recent and mainly

Eurocentric (Baleiro, Viegas & Faria, 2022; Çe-

vik, 2020; Pereira & Marques, 2022). As such,

verifying that the literature review on literary tou-

rism in African destinations produced few results

was unsurprising. Table 1 shows the results of this

literature review, detailing the publication year, the

author, the focus of the study, the literary tourist

destination and the research's main conclusions.

The analysis reveals (i) most researchers are South

African; (ii) most studies were published in South

African journals; (iii) the South African province

of KwaZulu-Natal is the most often studied region;

(iv) there is no published research on any of the six

Portuguese speaking African countries, although

they are the birthplace of acknowledged writers

and poets (e.g., Paulina Chiziane; Eduardo White;

Pepetela; Manuel Lopes; Germano Almeida; Con-

ceição Lima; Mia Couto; José Eduardo Agualusa,

amongst others).

Reviewing this literature also adjuvants to the

relevance of the current research on the Chão Bom

Resistance Museum in the scope of literary tourism

as it will contribute to the research on African des-

tinations.

Table 1 | Research on literary tourism in African destinations

Source: Own elaboration
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4. Methods

This paper aims to review the research con-

ducted on literary tourism in African countries and

to suggest a re-signi�cation of the experience of

the Chão Bom Resistance Museum via the iden-

ti�cation of the literary elements associated with

this place and the suggestion of creating literary

tourism products and experiences at the site. To

that end, this research started by applying one of

the most common qualitative methods in the so-

cial sciences: the literature review. The aim was

to systematise the existing research on this tourism

niche in African destinations, identify the gaps in

the study of literary tourism in Africa and contri-

bute to increasing the current literature on the to-

pic. To conduct the literature review, the authors

considered �ve databases (Taylor & Francis; Eme-

rald; Sage Premier; Science Direct and Semantic

Scholar) without setting a time limit to show re-

sults and using the following search terms: �literary

tourism�, �Africa� and the names of African coun-

tries. Books by leading experts in literary tourism

have not published case studies about this tou-

rism niche in Africa, except for Stiebel's research

in Watson (2009). Table 1 displays the results of

this literature review.

Considering that (i) one can only discuss the

possibility of literary tourism after the association

of at least one writer to a speci�c historical con-

text within a given time and place (Wallace, 2009)

and that (ii) literary products and experiences are

created after the identi�cation of literary markers

on the site, the authors of the paper researched

the biographies of the prisoners at Tarrafal Con-

centration Camp, identi�ed the literary writers and

closely read their literary works. After �nding con-

nections between their biographies, their texts, and

the space of the former concentration camp, i.e.,

the literary markers on site, the authors of this

research suggest products and experiences, in the

belief that mediating the visitors' experience �th-

rough other people's eyes� (Weston, 2016, p. 21)

enriches the museum narrative.

The following section focuses on the Museum

as a literary landscape, the imprisoned writers in

the camp, their literary texts and the propositions

of literary tourism products and experiences.

5. Chão Bom Resistance as a literary lands-

cape

The landscape does not exist independently of

the human being (von Maltzahn, 1994). Instead,

the landscape is the construct of human interac-

tion with space (Knudsen, Metro-Roland & Rickly-

Boyd, 2013). This interaction implies the human

perception of space, image formation, tourist-host

relationships, and space interaction, among other

constituent elements (Sharpley & Stone, 2012). In

this scope, landscape lies neither in the object nor

the subject but in their complex interaction. The

landscape represents the meaning of people's ob-

servations while interacting with space (Kühne &

Antrop, 2015). Suppose literary references medi-

ate the interaction with space. In this case, the

interaction of the subject's gaze with space would

change, resulting in a literary landscape that re-

signi�es what is seen.

To turn a tourist landscape (a resource with

cultural, educational and economic value) into a

literary-tourist landscape (a resource with literary

meaning), visitors have to be either knowledgea-

ble of the literary references in a given space so

that they can identify and create the literary pla-

ces/landscape or they have to be told that those

references exist, through signalling and storytelling

by the tourism industry. The latter is the proposi-

tion of this paper: to mediate the visitors' experi-

ence at Chão Bom Resistance Museum with lite-

rary references, products and experiences, so visi-

tors can co-create a literary landscape as their gaze

steers towards those elements and, from them, re-

signify the space.
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This research has identi�ed �ve authors and

ten literary texts associated with the site. José

Luandino Vieira (b. 1935), a Portuguese-Angolan

writer, was arrested by the Portuguese internatio-

nal and state defence police in 1961, accused of

conspiring to separate the Motherland (Ribeiro &

Vecchi, 2015). Along with two Angolan poets:

António Jacinto (1924-1991) and António Cardoso

(1933-2006), members of the Popular Movement

for the Liberation of Angola, Luandino was senten-

ced to prison in Tarrafal in 1964, and the two poets

in 1963 (Scaraggi, 2020). In Tarrafal, Luandino

Vieira wrote �under the acacia tree opposite the

reading room� (Castanheira, 2010) (Figure 2) and

produced a collection of short stories, diary notes,

drawings, popular songs (assembled from priso-

ners), text drafts, translation exercises, sayings and

random notes collected in Papéis da Prisão: Apon-

tamentos, diário, correspondência [Prison Papers:

Notes, diary, correspondence]1 (2015). This book

compiles the seventeen notebooks Luandino wrote

in prison, kept hidden from the guards and smug-

gled out of the camp with the help of a local laun-

dress, who carried the manuscripts in her basket

and held them until the writer's release from pri-

son in 1972 (Sadlier, 2016). While in Tarrafal,

Luandino also wrote Nós, os do Makulusu [We,

the Makulusu People] (1967), and a copy of his

book Luuanda (1963) circulated clandestinely in

the cells.

Figure 2 | The acacia in front of the reading room
Source: https://www.�ickr.com/photos/13385504@N05/3686539497/in/album-72157620943982372/

António Cardoso was a victim of extreme tor-

ture in the camp and probably the prisoner who

su�ered the most in the isolation chamber (Cas-

tanheira, 2010), but that did not stop him from

writing many texts published after their release in

1974: 21 poemas da cadeia [21 poemas in pri-

son] (1979), Pan�eto poético [Poetic pamphlet]

(1979), Nunca é velha a esperança [Hope is ne-

ver old] (1980) and Lição de coisas [Lesson of

things] (1980) (Paparoto, 2009). Also, many of

Jacinto's poems were written in prison and com-

piled in Sobreviver em Tarrafal de Santiago [Sur-

viving Tarrafal] (1985) (Tavares, Silva & Pinheiro,

2015). These poems are mostly short texts por-

traying the experience of life in prison and the act

of poetical creation (Brito, 2015). Jacinto was

released in 1972, together with Luandino Vieira

(Scaraggi, 2020). Jacinto stated about his po-

ems that: �these verses were written in Tarrafal,

in a very closed and strict world, far from the re-

alities of the earth, in another reality; the Cape

Verdean environment and the works by Cape Ver-

1The translation of the titles and literary texts is by the authors of the paper.
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dean authors also in�uenced them. Insularity was

heavy: we were on an island and within that island

in a village and within the village in a concentra-

tion camp. In there, isolation was very extreme.�

(in Laban, 1991, p. 176. Our translation). Ja-

cinto's poems testify to the writer's sense of life,

strength and poetic form, even in an adverse and

harsh context. Mendes de Carvalho (b.1924) is

another Angolan writer and prisoner between 1959

and 1970. He was a founding member of the Popu-

lar Movement for the Liberation of Angola, and in

Tarrafal, he wrote the short story Mestre Tamoda

(1974), containing autobiographical episodes (Ve-

nâncio, 1991).

The last author associated with Chão Bom is

Mário Lúcio Sousa, a Cape Verdean writer who

wrote O Diabo foi meu padeiro [The devil is my

baker] (2019): a �ctional literary account of the

prisoners' life in Tarrafal, including the antifascists'

real names, the tortures, hunger, thirst, diseases,

and the collective capacity of reinventing life to

�ee death.

The following paragraphs feature the literary

passages to be included in the museum experience

and how these texts could be displayed. Reading

or listening to these texts would communicate the

isolation and the sense of self-annihilation in Tarra-

fal, along with the awareness of the need to resist,

were powerful marks, as Jacinto conveyed in one

of his poems: �Olho-me: / serenamente / morri /

Alguém morreu dentro de mim. [. . . ]� [I look at

myself: / serenely / I died / Someone died inside

me.] (Jacinto, 1985, p. 57). From the concen-

tration camp, prisoners were able to see the Fogo

Island and its volcanic mountain that dominates

the landscape, a sight that ampli�ed feelings of

loneliness and longing: �A ilha em frente é uma

saudade que se esboça / [. . . ] / Transido morre o

sol / Anoitece / A solidão acontece� [The island in

front is a longing that sketches itself / [...] / Terri-

�ed the sun dies / It gets dark / Solitude happens]

(Jacinto, 1985, p. 29).

These authors wrote poems illustrating the �-

nitude of the cell and the in�nitude of thought.

The following poems manifest that tension and

reveal the experience of incarceration with tangi-

ble and intangible references of the prisoner's po-

sition in the camp and in life: �Cá vamos / Na

nave espacial TERRA /A cento e oito mil quiló-

metros/hora / Em torno do Sol / Cá vamos / Em

Santiago, Cabo Verde / Embarcados / Mais pre-

cisamente / No Tarrafal / No Campo de Trabalho

de Chão Bom / Ou Mais concreto / No pavilhão

D / Caserna 2 / Dos reclusos políticos de Angola

/Cá vamos /A cento e oito mil quilómetros/hora

/ (Aventura cósmica / Insigni�cante na grandeza

/ De fazer humanidade!) / Cá vamos / Siderais

Luas / Astronautas valentes / Sóis, Galáxias, /

Outras Estradas de Santiago,/ Cá vamos / Boa

viagem! Boa Viagem!� [Here we go / In the spa-

ceship EARTH /At one hundred and eight thou-

sand kilometres per hour / Around the Sun / Here

we go / In Santiago, Cape Verde / Embarked /

More precisely / In Tarrafal / In the Labour Camp

of Chão Bom / Or more speci�cally / In pavilion D

/ Barrack 2 / Of the political prisoners of Angola

/ Here we go /At one hundred and eight thousand

kilometres per hour / (Cosmic adventure / Insigni-

�cant in the greatness / Of making humanity!) /

Here we go / Sidereal Moons / Brave astronauts /

Suns, Galaxies, / Other Roads to Santiago, / Here

we go / Safe journey! / Safe journey!] (Jacinto,

1985, p. 22).

These texts are an artistic testimony of the pri-

soners' feelings of powerlessness, humiliation, ti-

melessness, loss of identity, strength, hope, and

resistance. Cardoso's 21 poems in prison, written

while in the camp, illustrate these feelings: �Tenho

meus olhos �tos em frente/onde mora o futuro, /

e altos, erectos / bem por cima do muro. . . / Sou

como toda a gente:/ tenho momento a�itos / e

afectos. / E canto (produzo) e perduro, / mesmo

cheio de espanto. . . � [I have my eyes �xed ahead /

where the future dwells, / high and vertical/right

over the wall.../ I am like everyone else:/ I have

moments of a�iction / and a�ection. / And I
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sing (produce) and endure, /even full of awe...]

(1979, p. 24). The poem �`Poets� openly mani-

fests the power of those who choose to resist the

cruelty of jailors amid bitter circumstances: �Saiba

já só a sangue, a boca; / Rompa-se os pulsos nas

grilhetas; / _Sempre a tirania foi pouca / para

calar a voz dos poetas!...� [Just tasting of blood,

the mouth; / Slash the wrists in the shackles; / _

Tyranny has always been unable / to silence the

voice of poets!...] (1979, p. 5).

Luandino's Prison papers (2015) contain mul-

tiple texts, and the suggestion is to display fac-

similes of its pages, namely those describing his

arrival and life in prison. As the author stated in

the launching ceremony of his book: �This is not

a book, these are twelve years in the life of a man

multiplied by every second, and over that time, I

multiplied every second by everything that came

to my mind.� (in Lucas, 2015, our translation).

Other suggestions are: (i) to produce audio

or video recordings of these authors' texts; (ii) to

imprint their verses and prose fragments on the

museum walls; (iii) to produce book trailers, i.e.,

short videos communicating the content of literary

texts using actors performing scenes, animation or

still photos set to music (cf. Bilushchak & Kolos,

2020); (iv) to create a theatrical production after

Luandino's or Sousa's texts and (v) to design an

onsite literary tour. The last suggestion is to cre-

ate a literary festival at the museum celebrating

literature and resistance.

One of the signi�cant features of a museum

is �its ability to collapse space and time� (Welch,

2015, p. 27). Hence, at Chão Bom Resistance Mu-

seum, visitors would interact with these literary ex-

periences and co-create a literary landscape where

these men's texts communicate the past, making

it tangible, acting as �time capsules� that reduce

the challenges of history and memory. These expe-

riences would help �ll in the blanks regarding life

in Tarrafal, allow visitors to delve into prison life

and create a new structure in their gaze upon this

deposit of Salazar's opponents.

6. Conclusion

Literary tourism is growing worldwide (Mi-

lheiro, 2022), and not just intellectuals or hard-

core literature lovers engage in this form of touring

(Baleiro, Viegas & Faria, 2022). Therefore, as sta-

ted in the epigraph of this paper, visiting the sites

depicted in literary texts or that have inspired lite-

rary productions can be an �advance towards the

ultimate conquest of truth� (Proust, [1913-1927]

2003, p. 118). Additionally, any potential literary

tourism site is a social construction that requires

authentic development to attract visitors (Fairer-

Wessels, 2010). Literary texts produced onsite by

writers who experienced life in that detention faci-

lity can increase that sense of authenticity. Hence,

identifying the literary references associated with

the Chão Bom Resistance Museum can be a tool

for its development that is no less crucial than the

factual material already on display, a strategy to

enhance the visitors' experience and the attracti-

veness of the museum.

As Crang (1998) states, literary texts describe

objective geography and present di�erent ways of

learning about the world. Therefore, the sugges-

tion to add the writers' biographies and literary

texts to the experience of this museum will not

only identify the site as a literary place/ lands-

cape but also stimulate re�ection on the human

condition and rights and a better understanding of

Portugal's colonial and fascist past. Literary pla-

ces are a form of resisting the passage of time,

of re-emerging something immaterial that has di-

sappeared: the su�ering of men who fought for

freedom and the oppression of Salazar's regime.

Finally, because research on literary tourism in

African settings is still scarce, there are plenty of

opportunities for future studies to contribute to

constructing the African literary landscape.
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